DORMA BEYOND
—
Anti-pinch door system

ANTI-PINCH DOOR SYSTEM

DORMA BEYOND
—
Pinch-free and easy action
Characterized by its systematic design and clear styling lines,
DORMA BEYOND enables you to build frameless swing doors
into tempered glass assemblies and wall opening.

Whether your application is
residential or commercial,
modern or traditional, this
new system is the elegant,
safe operating solution.

safety and security. This
feature prevents the risk of
trapped fingers between the
fixed panel and swinging
glass panels.

The patented DORMA
BEYOND swing door system
locates its pivot point centrally
in the glass axis and close to
the glass edge, ensuring

The short pivot rod system
provides a versatile solution
regardless of the door
dimensions.

Beautifully
No tears
here— concealed overhead door closers
minimal, pinchfree gaps even
with the short
pivot rod.
BEYOND short pivot rod
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DORMA BEYOND

The continuous pivot rod
system offers complete freedom from the risk of trapped
fingers. By locating the pivot
point of the swing door right
at the glass edge and providing a radiused profile, the
continuous pivot rod eliminates pinch hazards.
For floor mounting singleacting and double-acting
doors, the DORMA BTS floor
closer offers a convenient
alternative to the floor pivot.
In this case, DORMA
recommends a glass sidelite
because the pivot point
position requires the closers
to be buried under the
adjacent wall.

BEYOND continuous pivot rod

The top connection depends
on the type of unit. When
incorporating the glass door
into a tempered glass
assembly, a transom pivot
fitting forms the top
connection. In the case of
doors in wall openings, a top

pivot bearing is fitted to the
ceiling or in the header. Load
transfer from the overpanel

and sidelite can be supported
using a mechanical channel.
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